SAFELY TRANSPORTING MEDIUM AND LARGE ANIMALS

CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1. Use partitions to ___ different types or sizes of animals.
2. Do not hit, push, or pull ___ to get them moving into a trailer.
3. The transportation trailer must provide ___ ventilation for the animals.
4. Always provide animals with adequate space to stand ___.
5. Never transport ___ animals.
6. Remove ___ before loading animals into trailers.
7. Never lead cattle into a trailer unless there is an ___ door or exit.
8. Thoroughly ___ the transportation trailer before loading animals.
9. The driver of the towed trailer should slowly and smoothly ___ when driving.

DOWN
2. Do not hit, push, or pull ___ to get them moving into a trailer.
3. The transportation trailer must provide ___ ventilation for the animals.
4. Always provide animals with adequate space to stand ___.
5. Move in a ___ fashion when loading animals into a transportation trailer.